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Ideas for Keynotes
Girls at Risk

What exactly do I 
mean: Girls at Risk?

Who are they? What’s the 
response? What can we do?
Our youth at risk include a variety 
of demographics. 

We are no longer talking 
specifically about marginalized, 
minority populations. Suicide and 
self-harm are no longer socially 
unacceptable or hidden events. 
The conversation must include - 
what can we do to support youth, 
strengthen the self, support 
maturity and overall wellness. 

Healthy people, create healthy 
communities and healthy futures.

The Beauty of 
Being Ordinary

Not everyone gets to – or 
wants to – be famous.
Social media drives a desire to be 
seen and valued with likes, com-
ments and followers. Essentially, 
validation and visibility. 

A perception of lack drives 
behaviour that seeks attention 
and a false sense of esteem. We 
all have a need to be seen and 
heard and feel important and 
worthy.  

Let’s have a conversation about 
how beautiful and important be-
ing ordinary is. You are anything 
but simple, common or plain. 
Ordinary is beautiful.

Email me. kimberube@gmail.com
Or call 403.896.3332

Ask me to speak to a 
specific topic.

My experiences count:
- personal (at times severe) anxi-
ety and depression
- self-loathing, dangerous and 
self-harm behaviours.
- emotional and physical abuse in 
relationships
- lone parenting 
- domestic abuse, including police 
intervention, restraining order,
emergency services, women’s 
shelter, temporary homelessness
- dysfunctional and destructive 
relationships
- frequent alcohol and drug use, 
alcohol and drug addiction in 
relationships
- eating disorders and laxative 
abuse
- physical illnesses (two auto-im-
mune conditions)
- sudden shock, trauma and 
loss of a parent and close family 
members
- parent of two daughters with 
severe anxiety, mood issues,
suicidal thoughts and behaviour, 
severe depression and self-harm 
behaviours.

I know what I speak about - I’ve 
lived it. I know the hurt. I’ve 
made terrible decisions - and 
some really beautiful choices in 
recovering and reclaiming my 
life. I’m living proof you can save 
your own life and make it into 
whatever you want it to be.

Speaker Fee:
$750 Basic

One Hour & 20 Minutes Maximum
Mileage Over 50km Additional

Over night accommodations and flights additional.


